Abstract-In this paper, we present a novel approach to development of intelligent Chinese Computer-Aided Language Learning (CALL) systems based on ontological engineering methods and a semiotic model of Chinese hieroglyphs. The new features and methods such as "teaching by doing" method, mnemonic novel method and others make the learning process easier and are involved due to above mentioned approach. A semiotic model of Chinese hieroglyph in terms of the first-order logic is described. We have developed the system OntoKit 2.0 based on the results of our full research.
INTRODUCTION An integration of traditional and intelligent information technologies (IT)
is one of mainstreams of modern software development and of CALL systems implementation in particular. Recently, the most implementations of traditional CALL systems for non-native learners are focused on automation of learning material development, language assessment and learner's training as usual. In our opinion there are not enough in order to get the best learning outcomes. Additionally it is necessary to introduce creative elements to improve learner's cognition skills, to give an opportunity to reveal new regulations and patterns of application domain via self-training (for example, via cognitive games). This paper presents one of possible approaches to develop intelligent CALL systems as an adaptive self training system and to solve mentioned above problems . We describe the implementation of an intelligent Chinese writ ing CA LL system OntoKit 2.0 environment (see [1, 2] for details). Its ontological knowledge base includes description of semiotic model of Chinese hieroglyph as well as descriptions of the other types of knowledge (tree structure of hieroglyph, syntactical rules of Chinese language, etc). OntoKit 2.0 has became adaptive to different hieroglyphic Asian languages' features due to ontological reengineering methods and universality of supported paradigmatic relations .
In a way we are considering the problem of automation of Chinese characters training as an application domain of integration of such different technologies as pattern recognition (including Artificial Neural Networks), semantic networks and ontological engineering to improve the intelligent capabilities of Chinese CALL systems. The using of techniques mentioned above let us to add to automated training systems the new features to evaluate Chinese characters learning from a simple repetition to the creative process [3] . Ontology based approach makes it possible not only to introduce the new features and methods such as -teaching by doing‖ method, -mnemonic novel‖ method, taking into account the historical and culturological aspects of hieroglyphs' evolution into learning process but also provides an original ability of CALL system to advance itself by extension of knowledge base without the necessity to change the source code [1] .
The phonological and the phonetic aspects of Chinese language learning are not the issue of our research.
II. METHODS OF ACCELERATION OF CHINESE HIEROGLYPHS

MEMORIZATION
-Indo-European languages are based on a finite alphabet‖ and -letters do not carry meaning unless they are strung together into words‖ while Chinese language is -made up of symbols that themselves embody meaning‖, and -the number of possible symbols or elements in these languages is arbitrarily large and can be considered infin ite‖ [4] . And for those who have just started acquaintance with Chinese written language, it seems that there is an incredible variety of characters, and it is almost impossible to remember that.
As mentioned above many CALL systems and Chinese CALL systems in particular are simp ly a set of lessons with some characters that you just need to learn, and there is no exp lanation of hieroglyph's structure, which would greatly facilitate the task of the study of Chinese written language for learners.
Chinese language is classified as ideographic, that is, to a system of signs which are used to record the lexical mean ing of linguistic units [5] . We support the idea that an image of most of hieroglyphs maps the form of an object (physical or abstract entity) or a group of objects of the reality. In time the images of many Chinese characters became more schematic and abstract. These were the so-called -ideograms‖, which eventually got the form of modern Chinese hieroglyphs, a lot of which lost its original exp ressive image during the process of evolution. For examp le, the character shown in Fig. 1 is perceived not like a simple sequence of strokes, but as a schematic representation of the tree also. However, our imagination can extract the original visual image from the abstract scheme as before [3] if historical and culturological aspects are taken into account especially (see Fig. 2 ).
The graphics and semantics of Chinese hieroglyphics' evaluation are considered as a common process. Not only complex Chinese character as a whole, but parts of it (graphemes) carry certain semantic load. Therefore, the meaning of a comp lex Chinese character depends on the meanings of its graphemes usually [3] . For example, Fig. 2 illustrates the image of Chinese character "Prosperity", which consists of the characters "Woman" and "Roof", so it is the symbol of prosperity for the Chinese people because it describes a situation when -a woman is at home‖ (under rooftop). And the character "Woman" itself depicts a sitting woman, which bended knees (this pose was accepted for sitting in the ancient China) and with folded hands in a sign of submission [5] . Taking account of historical and culturological aspects related to the evolution of the graphical representation of hieroglyphs during the process of Chinese characters learning, makes it possible not only to acquaint the learner with the history and culture of China and to feel the mentality of Chinese people better, but also to improve the process of Chinese characters learning itself [3] .
However, it happens that it is not enough to learn only the appearance and modern spelling of some Chinese character to recognize its meaning from graphical representation [3] . Then for character learning it requires to create an additional stimulus in the form of visual metaphor to exert influence on learner's memory [6] (see Fig. 3 ). So me kind of modification of the mnemonic novel method is used in our approach for this purpose: we take into account images of one and the same hieroglyph from different historical epochs and some additional facts (such kind of knowledge is stored at the ontological base) [3] . Chinese character "to go" [7] III. MODEL OF CHINESE HIEROGLYPH In contrast to the Indo-European languages single Ch inese character is considered as a whole word or a part of the word. We have constructed a formal model for the description of the semiotic structure of the Chinese character to solve problems of exp lanation of Chinese characters' structure and its features to learners.
The first-order logic is used to formalize the model. However, there are all sorts of ambiguities by reason of incomplete knowledge, because the Chinese language is extensible. In addition, it should be noted there is some inconsistency between different sources about the nature of many Chinese characters' structure. For example, even such obligatory element of any hieroglyph as a radical has different definitions. In one case the radical is defined via graphemes, but in another case it can be defined via other graphical elements. Thus it is not enough to describe the formal model of Chinese hieroglyph in whole by the apparatus of first-order logic, and we use an apparatus of nonmonotonic logic, the default logic of Reiter (see [8] for details ).
The formal model of Chinese hieroglyph in the OntoKit 2.0 is a triple 
V={S,T,K}, 
where S -a simbol of Chinese hieroglyph itself (symbol is considered as a part of Frege semiotic triangle (see [9, 10] for details) showed on Fig. 4) , T -translation of the Chinese hieroglyph into Russian language, K -knowledge about the hieroglyph, concerning both its structural component (image syntax) and semantics, including historical and culturological aspects [11] . Let us make some co mments on terminology.
Any hieroglyphic character both complex and primitive consists of some number of standard graphic elements, named strokes [12] . The set of strokes is restricted (see, for example, Fig. 5 ). Graphical indication of the stroke is that it consists of one persistent line (see [13] for details). [14] It seems to us that there are no requirements to organize the semantic search based on strokes only.
Additionally there are 24 basic graphical structures (some of them look as a stroke) so called -features‖ picked out especially for Ch inese printed text (Fig. 6) . So me d ictionaries, for example [15] , let conduct the search based on features mentioned above. for Chinese printed text [15] However, representation of hieroglyphic symbol only as a combination of strokes is not enough to understand its meaning. -Meaning‖ is considered here as a -referent‖ fro m the Frege triangle (see [9, 10] for details) showed on Fig. 4 . That's why more co mplex graphical constructions such as graphemes and radicals are required.
Co mbinations of strokes with fixed lexical meaning are called graphemes (see [12] for details). As the result of our review of the different interpretations of the structure of the Chinese characters information resources we have considered that not all graphemes have a self-contained lexical meaning. On our point of view the inner -context‖ within the character's image has the significant impact on the recognizing of the grapheme's meaning.
Hieroglyph's structure mathematically represents an ordered tree. Sharapov J.A. in [16] (the author of paper [16] is OntoKit development group member as well as the authors of this paper) points out that generally graphemes may be represented as the leaves of the latter tree. The graphemes' order in the hierarchical structure of hieroglyph is an important part to comprehend its meaning. That's why the ontological knowledge base includes semantic description of hieroglyph's structure. This description is handled by special component responsible to break down (to decompose) Ch inese characters to its parts automatically. Description of the model of Ch inese character represented as an ordered tree, the method of hieroglyph's decomposition to graphemes and the adequate internal view construction for Chinese characters is beyond the scope of this paper (see [16] 
for details).
Primitive Chinese character is hieroglyphic symbol consisting of a single grapheme.
Complex Chinese character is hieroglyphic symbol consisting of more than one grapheme.
The radical is a semantic component of hieroglyph and hints at the meaning of the character. Within the environment of OntoKit 2.0 mentioned above a radical represents the belonging of any Chinese hieroglyph to the concrete semantic category of an appropriate domain specific ontology (see [3] for details). For example, consider a fragment of domain ontology shown in Fig. 7 . We can see that the hieroglyph has the radical -tree‖ (it belongs to the category -Nature‖ of domain ontology). It signifies that translation of hieroglyph is related to tree (the meaning of this Chinese character is -thick forest‖). According to [12] the rad ical is either some stroke (for examp le, radicals "one", "vertical", "tilting to the left") with no fixed meaning, or a grapheme, or symbol, consisting of 2-3 graphemes (for examp le, the radicals -to see‖, -chamois leather‖, -hemp‖, -turtle‖, -flute‖) as it is showed on Fig. 8 . Earlier there were 214 radicals. A total list of radicals has been revised by Chinese linguists recently. The graphic elements, which were used in a limited number of hieroglyphs or rare, have been excluded. The modern list of radicals includes about 190 radicals (different versions of some radicals are taken into account also) [17] . There are a lot of dictionaries based on the radicals search. The model of Ch inese hieroglyph in the language of firstorder predicate is presented below (note that we give mnemonic names to predicates for convenience despite the fact that it is accepted to denote predicates by single symbols of the Ro man alphabet):
"W" is a set of concepts.
"w" is some concept, w  W.
"X" is a set of graphic elements derived from the strokes that can be called symbols in a semiotic perspective, that is, graphemes, including the strokes with independent meaning, and hieroglyphs "x" is an element of the set X; x  X.
Simp(x) asserts that x is a primit ive hieroglyph, x  X.
Comp(x) asserts that x is a complex hieroglyph, x  X.
G(x)
asserts that x is a grapheme, x  X.
Key(x) asserts that x is a radical , x  X.
BeKey(x,y) asserts that x is a radical to y (x, y  X, where
Key(x)S(y) is correct).
Mean(x,w) asserts that graphical element x have meaning w,
P(x,y) asserts that x is a part of y; x, y  X.
Eq(x,y) asserts that x is y; x, y  X (that is graphical elements x and y are equal by inscription).
EqW(x,y) asserts that x is y, x, y  W.
Op modif = {VC, HC, NTC} is an operation of distortion, where VC is a vertical co mpression, HC is a horizontal compression, NTC is a nonformalizable transformation (it is usually associated with some fundamental simp lification of the structure, and most of these transformations can be specified by the table).
modif{Op modif , Op modif modif'}, где modif'{Op modif , modif}.
Co mmon statements:
,
. (5) 2. Grapheme is a part of hieroglyph (Fig. 9) . 
where -‖ is a symbol of biconditional operation. 
where -‖ is a symbol of biconditional operation (this statement does not exclude the situation when the complex character consists of several identical graphemes ). 
where -‖ is exclusive OR operation.
7.
A radical is a part of hieroglyph ( Fig. 9 ):.
, (11) 8. There is a radical in any Chinese hieroglyph and it is just one ( 
An examp le of such radicals is shown in Fig. 12 : Ch inese hieroglyphs "City" and "Hill" in the function of radical have the same spelling. These radicals can be discerned in the character only by their position: "City" is used on the right, "Hill" -on the left.
10. There are radicals with the same meaning but different spelling:
. (14) Figure 12. Radicals, which in the function of radical have the same spelling, but different meaning Let us explain this statement with an examp le. In Fig. 13 there is shows the character "Fire", it is the radical of the character "Flame" (but in the character "Autumn" this character is only a grapheme). In addition, the character "Boil" has as the radical "Fire", although the spelling differs. The statements represented below are noted with default logic of Reiter.
11. A radical is a grapheme (Fig. 9) , if it does not contradict with other knowledge represented in the system (in Fig. 8 it is reflected that this statement is not always true): ,
.
12. Primit ive hieroglyph associates with a grapheme with certain distortion (Fig. 9) , if it does not contradict other knowledge represented in the system (some primitive characters are presented by grapheme without distortion):
, (17) .
We use the model described above as a basis of the development of our CALL system OntoKit 2.0 and so called -teaching by doing‖ method in particular. Due to this method a learner has the facilities not only to decompose Chinese character to graphemes in order to know its meaning but to compose a new hieroglyph from different graphical constructions to -design‖ a new meaning based on the meanings of its source parts also [2] . It brings elements of creative work to the learning process and also provides an ability of CA LL system to advance itself by extension of knowledge base without the necessity to change its source code [1] .
A general scheme of decomposition process is illustrated in Fig. 14 . Figure 14 . A general scheme of automation of Chinese characters learning process [18] There is a scheme of h ieroglyph's image analysis in Fig. 15 . An image of hieroglyph (in bmp or jpg format, for examp le) is an input of this process. The system breaks down image to images of hieroglyph's components automatically. As the result of this process the internal view of hieroglyph's components description in ordered tree form is generated due to recognition based on the convolutional neural network using [19] . The system uses the results of recognition to help someone learn the Chinese hieroglyphs, memorize its spelling, or perform other learning-related activities via cognitive games. The semiotic model of Ch inese character in terms of the first-order logic and non-mo notonic default logic of Reiter is represented.
We have implemented the research prototype of OntoKit 2.0 based on the proposed approach by using C# and C++ languages. So the viability of described approach have been proved. That's why we consider our results as full research.
